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ABSTRACT

will observe that the notion of cornputability in
an effectively given domain is dependent on the indexing of its basis.
This indicates that we cannot identify two effectively given domains just
In this paper,

we

because they are orde::

isomorphism

to

isororphic.

compensate

We

propose a suitable notion

for this deficiency. AIso

we show

of effective

that, fon evelry

recur:sive domain equation, there is an effectively given domain which is

initial solution to within effective
1.

EffectivelY Given

isomorphisn'

Dc-'mains

The fundamental idea

of effectively given

domains

is to

assume

effectiveness of finite join openations on a basis of each cor:ntably
cpo and

to define

an

computable elements as the

based

least upper bounds (lub) of

n.e. chains of basis elements. For details of resufts based on this idea
see Scott [zl, Tang [OJ, ngfi-Constable tI], Mankowsky-Rosen [3] and Smyth [81.
In this theory it is tempting to avoid questions of indexing. In factt
initially it is not clean whether an effectively given donain is to be a
domain which can be effectively given in sorne unspecified manner or is a
donain whe::e

this is specified.

One could ask

if, it

makes any

difference.

of the mai.n purposes of this paper is to show it does. This calls for
rather ,,tedioust'definitions of effectively given domains (see definition 1.1).

One
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is directed

A poset

comPlgle

iff every dinected subset has a lub.

directed cornplete poset with a least element ( called bottom) is called
complete

pa:rtial ondering (cpo). An element x of a poset D is

fon every di::ected subset ScD, s.t.
complete poset D

USeDo xr{,1$+xcs

for

is countably algebraic iff the set

a

iff

seS. A dir.ected

of aII

compact

J* = i"le e EO, ecx)
is directed and x = UJx In this case EO is called the basis of D. The
following extension pr"ope:rty 'of bases is r+eII-known : Let D be countably
elements

of

D

is countable

and

for

EO

some

compact

A

eveuy xeDo the set

algebraic, then for any cpo Q, every
extension il :
have bounded

D>Q

joins iff

EO+Q

ever.y bounded

joins iff

D

is

D be

cpo D has bounded

+

EO

a countably algebr:aic

{e(i.I' ),

. . . ,-

e(iN)} is

An indexed domain

algebr"aie domain and
domain <DrE>

will wnite
(3)
is

De

for

Given an

of

e:

in

D

n:0
acconding

is an order.ed pair
N+EO

E^

to this definition.

<Dre> when D

is a countably

is a total indexing of EO.

An indexed

De

We

<D.e>.

effectively given domain DE, xeD is

computable

w.r.t.e (or

in De) iff thene exists a necunsive function p :

e.p :

elements

(total) indexing

is effecjively given iff e is an effective basis of D.

computable

s.t.

bounded complete cpo

:

bouncied

2. e(k) = lJ{e(il),e(irr)}
Notice that B and t are effective
(2)

joins iff

is effective (or" is an effective basis of D) iff the following

nelations are recursive in indices

l-.

everry

bounded complete.

(countabl-y algebraic domain) with the basis EO. A
N

A'poset is said to

finite subset has a Iub. If

that a countably algebraic

Definition 1.1 (1) Let

e :

has a unigue continuous

a Iub, we say that the poset is bounded cornplete. It

can neadity be seen

has bounded

:

given by * (") = lJ{m(e) leeuo, e.x}.

bounded subset has

EO

monotone m

N+EO

is

will be

an u:-chain and

x

denoted by Comp

= Ue .p(n).

(DE

).
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The

N+N

set of all

computable

effectivery given dornins De and D't', u f.nction f : D>Dr
is computable w.r.t. (€:€ > iff the gnaph of f, which is {<n,mtlet(n)t

(4)

Given

f.e(n)], is an r.e. set'
Notice that an indexed donain De is effectivelY given iff there exists
a pain of recursive predicates <brl>, which will be called the characteristic
tr

oair of D- s.t.

:

b(x)ote(ir),...,e(irr))

is

bounded

in

EO and

r(k,x)<)e(k) = tJ{e(i, ),... oe(i.)}

of N and f^(x)
=
ra.od.od-enumenati"" ., finite subsets
f , is the oLs'rue4
s
Notice that if De and D'€t h-lr. the same charactenistic pairo
{ilr...oir}.
then De is mer.ely a'nenamingr'6g prer . Mone fo::mallyo the:re exists an

where

order: isonorphism
c

h

f:

D>Dr

s.t. f.e=er.

We

will

denote

this relation

t-f

by D" I Dr-

within I *" "m j"ntroduce the following partial indexing of the
set of atl effectively given domains. Let <6.> and <Wr> to fixed (thnoughout
this pape::) acceptabfe ind.exings tSl of pantial r"ecursion functions and n'e'
To

sets respeetively s.t. range (Or) = W..

We

say

that an effectively

given

domainDehasan@index.i,j'iff<oi,0i>isacharacter"isticpair:
of De. We wil1 denote this partial indexing of effectively given domains
lV E. We will write 6(i) to denote the effective basis of E (i). Notice
that for a partiaf..indexing r'

we

write t(i) iff i is a r-index, i'e' r(i)

is defined.
effectively given domain De, an r.e. set W i" "-dio""tud
iff e(W) is directed in EO. In this case we say that e(W) is effectively
directed via 6. It can readily be seen that xeCornp(De) iff x = Ue(w) for
Given an

sone e-directed.

r.e. set w.

Funthermore we can

every r.e. set. l'lore fo::mallY:

-3-

effectively

rre-direc'trr

Lemma

Fon ever5r effective given domain De, there is a r.ecu'sive

1.2

s,,*^{-ina
I LIIIU Llvrr

.r
-.

N+N

s.t. fol every jeN,

WU

(

j ) is e-directed, and s.t'

e

in

case hI,
I

is e-directed, ue(w*)
J

This lerma gives us the

(i)).
= ue(wa
ug\J/

following total indexing 6, of Comp(De). If x = L-Je(WO^(i1) t5"t' we say
L

that x has a dir.ected index j
Since we took the view

and denote

it by x = 6€(j)'

that an effectively given

Z

domairr

is a domain

with a specified effective basis, domain constr:uctors must nelate not only
po st::ucture but also effective structure. Thus we have to be explicit
about constructed effective bases'

Definition 1.3

Given indexed domains De and

D'tt, define

|

-l
De+Dtt', and [D"*D'' ] to be the following indexed domains

(l)
e)

De"D'Et,
:

.
cfdaf
DexDte'sr <DxDt, (e*et)>where (exer) (n) = <e.rr(n), e'nr(n)>'
c
cf ripf
t
DExDttj.'qe-r- <D+Df , (e+et )> whe::e (e+e ) (n) = if n = O

if n = 2m then <lrer(n)>
-l rUEr
^
( 3) [D'*Dt'
[D+Dt I ,[e*e t ]> where [e+e I ] (n) = if o(n) has a lub then
uo(n) else ao and o(n) = {[e(i), e(j)] | 'i,j> e P(n)] where P is the
n = 2m+1 then

then r else if

standard enumer"ation

<Ore(m)> el-se

of finite subsets of

NxNr

and Ieret

l(x) = if

x1e

r.

then e' €

It is weff

known

that if

De and DtEt

"r'e

effectively given

domains

then so a:re DexD,et, De+Dtet, and [De*D'tt]. The following theorem says
that x:t:+ are treffectiverr constnuctors :
Theorern

1.4

There are recursive functions Prod' Surn, Func : NxN+N s. t

if i, and j aue accepta-ble indices of De and D'e' o then Prod (i'j)'
c
cl
r
,€t
Sum (irj)o and Func (i,j) are acceptable indices of D"xDr" , D-+D
^

^l

and ID"+Dr" J

.

,

n

""sp"ctively.
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Smyth

t7l

showed

that a functiori f :

is

D>Dt

computabfe

w.r.t"

c
cf
(e,ef> iff f e Comp ([D"*D'' -]). We can show that this equivalence is
<eret). If l{. is the
r?effectiver'. Let f : D+Dt to computable w.r.t.

graph

of f, then we say that j is a (<e,et>-) grapL index of f'

Lemma

1.5

(1)

If k is a graph index of f which is

There ar-e recursive functions

dg' 8d:NxN+N s't'o
computable

w.::.t. <t(i)' E (j)>

+L^Lrrsrr r€ -- A
:/_:\-r (d_(kr.irjt))
"lt(i)*.,.-J.,
E

rf f = 6fg(i)*q(j)l (k) then f

(2)

has a graph index

gd(k,<i,j>)

n

Irr addition to J-.50 we have furthen evidence to convince us that our
notion of computal:ility is really satisfactory'
Lenma

1.6 (1) A flnction

computable

fnom an

w.r.t. thein effective

computable elements r:ecu::sively

(2) The composition of
indices.

Mone

s.t.
_(i)
otE(t
^
)*6(r)l\ti
Effective

(2)

maps computable elements to

computable functions

is necursive in

dinected
:

,(d-Compose(irj,krlrm)).

)*€(rn) L'

we

will

observe why the indexing

of a basis of

an

domain must be specified'
The::e

is a eountably algebnaic

domain D

with

two

(ne) = Comp (De') O,rt
([DerOn]) is not isornonphic to comp ([De'tOn]), when o is the

different effective
two point

is

in di::ected indices'

r
/{\ =
- A
ol.E(t)*E(m)l*J'
'IE(t

2-.1 (1)

Comp

another"

Embeddj-ngs

effectively given

s.t.

iff it

to

:

In this section,

Theonem

bases

domain

foprnally the:re exists a necunsive function d-Compose

NxNxNxNxN+N

2.

effectively given

lattice

There

bases e and

bases e and

and n

er s.t.

Conp

is an arbitrany effective basis of

O.

is a countably algebnaic domain D with two diffenent effective
er s.t.

comp (De)

+ cotp tDt').
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pr.oof (outline) (f ) Let (Drt1

Note

that

D has

following countably algebraic

only one limit point o

poset obtained fnom D by renoving o

Thus the basis EO

Think

of

D

is

domain:

the

of the following poset

:

i5j iff i<j , itr<m,n> iff 0r(n) takes at least i steps,
and <mrn>c(m?:nt> iff m:mr and n=nt. Evidently the partial ordering c
is decid.able in terms of the Gddel numbering of N u (Uxt't). Thus this G6de1
(U

u (N*U)r!)

wher"e

effective indexing et of EO. Now think of the following
poset:(N u (NxN) u (iolxN),c) s.t. l:i iff i<j, iccm,n> iff ism,
and <mrn>5mrnt> iff m:mt and n=nf . It is also easy to obsenve that the

numbening provides an

of N u 11,lxN) u ({tt}xN) provides an effective indexing e
of E^. obviously conp (lt) = Comp (Det ) = o. Now 1et f : D+o be a
continuous function s.t. f(x) = if xco then r el-se t. Then f is computable
C.ddel nunrbening

w.r.t. (€:n> but not so w.n.t. ;',;.;";

= {hetpl

| {eetDiol I at'}

I X is a finite set of leaves above compact el-ernents
of D] where h-(x)
= i! x:yeX, then t else t. It can be readily seen that
x
McComp (tle*C,rl) and McComp ([le'tOrT,]). Let 0: Comp ([Der0fi]) + Comp ([lttrOn])
is finite].

Then M = {hX

be a monotone isomorphism. Then 0(M) = M. Notice that f=l-lM. Thenefo::e
l-lMe

Comp

1;nErorl; . Since 0 is an isomor,trrhism,

But it is easy to see that

M

0(l-1M) = l-lrMe Comp ( lnet*cn1;

has no gneatest lowen bound

([ne'*On]).

in

Comp

.

([ne'rCn11.

g(x) = I for
some x+o, since gcf. But then h(y) = if y=x then T else g(y) is also a
U
lowen bound of M in Comp ([Det*On]) and above g.
Fopsuppose g

is a lower: bound of

Notice that 2.1 is

more

M

in

Comp

Then

than a counter-example to a careless definition

of effectively given domains. fn fact (1)-2.1 indicates that
,' .
comp (Dt) = comp (ntt) is not sufficient to identify e
"rrd

that in

domain theonyn domain constr"uctors must presenve

-6-

Remembe::

equality of

domainsn

more technically, they must be functors. But if we assume that De and

t

De

t

) = Comp (De ), ah"r, rl+rr does not preserve this
equality as shown in (1)-2.1. We cl-airn ttrat the foll:wing equivalence of
ane equivalent

iff

Comp (nt

effectively given domains is appropriate

:

Definition 2.2 Let Dt and De' b" ind"xed domains. We say that e and et
are effectively equivalent (in symbols, e 9 .') iff there ar:e recu:rsive
functiorrs, rrsr :

e'

s't.

IF>N

=

e

.s and e

= et

.r.

It can read.ily be seen that if eithen e or et is effective then e
t
implies both e and er ar"e effective and Comp (ne ) = Comp (lt ).
Notice that

DE and Deo

fact, if e and ef

we:re

recursive function r :

of (.I)-Z.f

ar^e

s.t.$r(n) terminates iff

with mr*-, and we could solve the Halting
We

can easily extend the notion
^

Definition 2.3 Let D"

a-nd

.t

not effectively equivalent. In

effectively equivalent then there
IF>N

-9

coul-d

exist

a

r:(<mrn>) = <mt,nt)

pnoblen.

of effective equivalence to

isornorphism"

^l
Dr"
be indexed domains. A fr:nction f :

EO+EO,

is an effective imbedding from e to et (in symbol f : e+et) iff

1.

f is iniective

2.

thene exists a ::ecursion function

3.

{e(i.,),...,e(in)}
is

4.
In
F{cornp

is

bounded

rf :

N+N

s.t.

f.e=er.rf

iff {f .e(ir),...,f.e(irr)}

bouncied

f(L{e(ir-),

..

,e(ir,)i )

case both De and

(n'"^r )).

Comp

= u{f

.e(irr),.

..

D'€t ane effectiveJ-y given domains, then

(D''^l ),

where

I

,f .e(irr)}, n>0.
we have

:

f is the continuous extension of f.

that a continuous function f : D>Dr is an embedding iff there
exists a continuous function g : Df+D s.t. f.g. . id', and g.f = id'.
Every embedding f r.rniquely determines such go which will be called the
Rememben

-7-

adjoint of f.

In

Afso eveny embedding is str:ict.

case D and Dt alre

algebraic cpors, we have f(ED) 5 El, and 8(Eo,) : El
.
cl
2.4 (1) Let DE, Dtt be indexed domains and f be an effective
imbedd.ing from e to et, then f : D>Dr is an enbedding with the adjoint
-'1
g i Dr+D given by g(y) = U{eeEDlfie) . y}. Further"more gIf(ED) = f -.

Theorern

(2) In case De and D'et
w.n.t.

(e :e r> and

We

g is

ane

effectively given

computabl-e

wiLl call i an effective

domains,

f is

computable

w.r't' (er rE)'

enfie{q:.ng when

U

f is an effective

A pair-wise computable enbedding (p-computable embedding)

imbedding.

is an enibedding

which is computable as well as its adjoint. Thus by (2)-2.4, an effective
embedding fi:om an

effectively given

domain

to an effectively given

domain

a p-computable enbedding. The converse of this is also true.
Theorern

2.5 Let

is a p-computable
proof Let g :

.

DE and

ct
DtL be effectively given

embedding, then

Dr+D be

domains

i i" .r, effective

the adjoint of F.

Then

s.t'

Ft

D->Dr

embedding.

both er(n) : f.t(m)

and

e(n) 5 g.et(m) are r.e. in indices. IlJe will show the existence of a
f.e=er.r. We claim that the following
recursive function r : N+N s.t.
terminating program computes such r(m) for each meN :

-

enurnerare

- for

n s.t. et(n) c f.e(n).

each enumenated

n'

enumerate

k s.t. e(k) c g'et(n)'

- continue this process until we obtain a k s.t. e(k) = e(m).
The n for which this k is produced is r(m).
By attdove-tailingtt technique [5], we can conpute the above process.
can check

that such r is actually the

one

desined.

Assume

We

krn are the

values when the above process ternr:inates. Then e(k) f g.et(n)

cg.f(e(m)) = e(m). Since e(k) = e(m), we have g.e'(n) = e(m)'
But e t(n) : f.g.e t(n) = f.e(m). Therefo::e et(n) = f.e(m).

-8-

n

is

In fact,

that the equivalence of effective ernbeddings
enbeddings is treffectiverr. Given an effective inbedding

can observe

we

and p-computable

= 0, we say that f has a recu::sive index j. In this case
we say that the effective embedding f has a neeursive index j '

f : e+tlr if

Theorem

na

2.6 (t)

ther"e

is a recursive function

EU

:

NxNxN+N

s't' if i

and

are dinected indices of a p-computabl-e enbedding i e Comp (tEtt) * E(r)l)
and its adjoint ! e comp (tE(k) * E(r)l) respectively, then [u(i,j'<k'l>)

is a necursive index of

F.

s.t. if i is a necur"sive
ttren dD (i"i'kt)
index of an effective enbedding F e conp (tq(j)'E(rt)l)
I
is a dir:ected index of F and d. (ir.j,k>) is a directed index of the
(2)

Thene are necunsive functions

adjoint

!

e

cornp

Now we can

Definition 2.7
f:

NxN+N

* E(j)l) of F.

(tE(k)

define what an effective isomonphism is about.

Let De and Drtt b" indexed domains.
isomorphic

are 9e3jI9I

dp, d. :

We

iff thene exists an effective

say e and ef
imbedding

e+er s.t. f-I is also an effective imbedding from er to e.

denote

this by e I

effectively

r. In this

isomonphic and denote

a continuous isomo::phic pair.

rf

case we also say

De F,

We

o'tt .rrd eithe:: of

that De

isornonphisrn

Remember

that

we have

and

thern

is an effectively given

We can

domains

its adjoint

Comp

domaino then

{D'et;. AIso an

is an effective

ane conputable.

clained that the notion of effective

isornonphism gives an appropriate

given domains.

ar€

will call f (or f *) an effective *]-SOmOnDnr-'Sn.

effectively given

iff both itself

D'et

witl

Evidently (irF-l) i"

it by Dt 9 D"t.

both of them ar:e effectively given and Comp(De) l,
isomonphisrn between two

an6

We

criterion fo:r identifying two effectively

provide quite convincing evidence to this cIaim.

Finst, evidently E i" an equivalence ::elat.ion.
that & is invariant under the

Furthermone we can show

dornain constnuctions

-9-

X, *, and+.

More formally:

Let A0, BB, cY, and

Theorem 2.8

D6. Then we have
(t) Ao'BBEcYrn6
(3) [Aa * sBl & [cY *

D6 be indexed domains

s.t.

I

Ac

cY and

BB &

Note

nd].

that if Aa, BB, cY,

inva::iance

3.

(2) Ao+BB9cY*nd

or I

D6

ane

effectively given

domains, then the

inmed.iately follows from 1.6.

Algebraic Completion
Smyth showed

(in t8l) that for continuous cpors,

we cannot intnoduce

effectiveness as we did for" algebnaic cases in 1.1. He character"ized

effectively given continuous
rrisomorphicrt

domain as

a continuous

an

is

domain which

to the completion of an effective R-stnuctune but this

chanacterization ignores the pnecise indexing of the effectively given

domain.

We

will

pr"ovide an algebraic vension

of Snythrs eharactenization,

taking care of effective isomorphisms. In fact

we

will

observe

that this

chanacterization is an alternative cha::actenization to l-.1.
By the (algebraic) completion

of a poset (Ef),

we mean a poset

(Er.;where E is tte set of al-1 dinected sr:bsets of A which ane

downward

closed i.e. xeX S y:x implies yeX. In case (Er=) is a countable poset

with a botton and bounded joins, then thene exists an enbedding
t : E+E s.t. (E-,.; is a countably algebraic domain with the basis

(t(r)r.1.

In fact r(x) = {eeEle5x}. Convensely if D is a countably
algebraic domain then the basis EO is a countable poset with a bottom
and boinded joins

Definition 3.1

joins

,

and D=E-.

Let (Erc) be a countable poset with a bottom and bounded

and e:N+E be a

case e

is effective,

total indexing.
which means e

We

call

<Ere>

satisfies (1)-1.1,

-10_

indexed
we ealI

poset. In
<E

re)

an

effective Doset. The (algebnaic) completion of an indexed poset

is an indexed domain.i,Jt
Theorem

3.2

where

Given an

f:I'l-'t (E) is given ly -(n)=t.e(n).

I

Let <Ere> be an effective poset. Then the cornpletion

(f)

of it is an effectively given
(2)

<Eoe>

domain.

effectively given

domain

Ot, ti is an effective poset

and

.fOrft=.Dret.

(3)

An indexed domain

is an effectively given

effectively isomorphic to the completion of

domain

some

iff it is

effective poset.

n

Inverse Limits

u

Given an &r-sequence
domains,

<D*rfrt of

embeddings

the inver:se l-imit of the sequence, in

of countably algebraie
s5rmbolsolim<Dn,rf*>,

is

the poset {.*rtl**=grn(***r)} wittr the coordinate-wise ondering, where

It is weIl-known thataJig<D*rfrt is again a

is the adjoint of f*.

countably aj-gebnaic domain (see Plottin [4]).

We

will- write D for

g-rr: D*'+D. by:
*ig.D*, frt . Define fn-: Dn*D- and
fr-( x) ='go. gr. . . . 8rr-t( x), . . . r8r,-t(x) rxrfrr(x) ofn+l' frr(x),'''

g-rr('*o rXl, . . . t
We

)

with the adjoint

cone

o-seguences

6-sequence

this

of

embeddings

embeddings

seguence,

whe::e e-:N+Ep-

(o) = f
eoo@o

of
in

Evidently Lis
of .D-rf->.
rr*
lu
lll

an

g-rr.

As an obvious extension

of

),

=*r.r.

call <fIl@ > the universaf

embedding

grn

of this notion,

we have

the invense limit

of indexed domains. Let

of indexed domains.

<Demrfr> be an

By the inve::se

limit of

sS,"nrbols+im<D%rfrr, we mean an ind.exed domain <D-rt-)

is given by
(e (o))

(2) = f. (e.(o))
e@I@I
(j+) = f. (e.(o))
e@I@I

:

(e (t))
e (1) = f o@o
(e (2))
e (3) = f o@o
@

@

(e^(o))
e (s) = f^2@Z
@

-'1

1

In case Dem ane effectively given domainsr.Ii*.n%rfr>
an

effectively given domain.

Smyth

[8]

showed

that if

rreffectiverr then ..lim<D"mrf-> is effectively given.

We

need not be

<Dem,f->

m'm

is

observe that

Snythts effectiveness of o-sequences is essentially equivalent to the

const::aint that the sequence of approximate

obtained in

domains can be

a unifor"m way.
_c
b" an o-sequence of effective
Let <Dlm:frt
_

Definition 4.1

effectively given domains. In
N-+N

case there

From

ind.ex

of

DEm, we say

of

exists a necursive function q:

s.t. rl.q(m) is a necursive index of f

is an acceptable

embeddings

eComp

that this

([Dtrn*Dt*+1]) and n^.q(m)
mm+t2'

sequence

is effective.

n

2.6 and 4.1, we immediately have the following altennative

chanacter"ization of effective sequences of effective ernbeddings.
Lemna

4.2

tr

An o-sequence <Dimrf*>

of effective

iff ther:e exists a recursive function

q:N+N

embeddings

is effective

s.a. nl_.nr.e(m) is a directed

(tOLnT'n m1ll)r- na.n,.q(m) is a directed index of the
index of f-eComp
In m+l
z l-m g-, and n^.q(n) is an acceptable index of Dlm.
adioint
"-m'z'-m
Theonem

4.3 (The Invense Limit

A

Theoren)

m-m be an effective sequence of effective enbeddings of
effectively given domains. Then <D-re-) is an effectively given dornain.
AIso f :D +D is an effective embeddine fr"om e to e . Thenefo:re f e
Let

<Demrf- >

nl@mm@IIl6

([DenrtDE-])
Comp
'm@rom-@m

and

e

eComp

([le*nem]).

recunsive functions Id, 6d,N+N s.t.

of f__

and g__
-@m

f.(m)

Furthermone the::e exists

and 6U(m) a::e dir"ected indices

nespectively.

To obtain furthen

A

affirmative evidence fon the notion of effective

isomonphism, 1et us examine

if it is invariant under the inverse limit

construction. Notice that unlike previously studied

domain constnuctors

the invense l-imit constructor works not onlv on domains but al-so on
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embeddings among

them. Thus we need the following notion to be preserved

under the inverse

Definition 4"4

of effective

limit construction.

Given two

effective

urv:N+N

.D'etf't

isomorphic

mrfj>) iff ther.e exist r"ecu::sive functions
T

s.t. u(m) is a recu::sive index of an effective
c

Comp

that they ane effectively

embeddings, we say

€
-cl
-^e
symbols <Dimrf*t
= <Dt"

(in

sequences .D%rfmt and

isomor"phism

i*e

f r

([D-nrDr- mJ) and v(m) is a recursive index of the adjoint

,--.e
-e -t
(tD|*m+n"mr');
anc

fi,.i"=i**].fmo

gm.

jm+l=jr.Bj

whene B* and

JreComp

ql are

the

adjoints
-mm of f- and fl nespec'cively.
Theonem

5.

4.5 tet

<Dlrn,f*t &

Effective C.etegories

.lit'r,ri> thenjit.nfit,rrt &glt.o,l't't,f;t.I

and

Effective

Functons

Smyth-Plotkin [9in;:.'oposed a theory of o-categor"ies and u:-functors
which admits an initial
X = F(X) where F
By showing

is

solution to each recursive object equation

an o-functon, but without consider"ation

that the eategory of cpors arid continuous

of effectiveness.

embeddings

ctr-category wher"e Xrtr+ a:re o-categorieso they guananteed an

is

an

initial solution

to

each r"ecursive domain equation which invo.Ives these domain constructons.

We

will- play an effective version of this

Definition 5.f

An E-category

pantial) object indexing r,

game.

is a categor:y K togethen with (possibly

and a mor:phism indexing E(KrKt): N+Hom(K,Kf

fon each pain (KrKt ) of objects, s.t. the composition of

mor"phisms

is

effective, i.e. there is a necursive function 8-compose s.t.:
3(r<(i),r(k)) (0-compose(i, j,k,l,rn))=3(r( j),r(k)) (m).a(r(i),r( j)) (s).
Definition 5.2 (1)
pictorially:
(2)

An

ur

is the

categony

of non-negative integers

and <,

0<1<2<

effective

diagrarn

in an E-category (KrrrD) is a functor
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G:u.r+K

)

s.t. G(n)=r(11.q(n))
recursive function

(3)

Given an

cone

of

G

and G(nsn+l)=3(G(n),G(n+l)) (rz.q(n)

) for

some

q:N->N.

effective

Ciagram G in an E-category

is a cone <trrr:G(n)+K> of

G

(5,rrD),

an

effective

1rr=a(e(n)rK) (c)n))

s.t.

for

some

r:ecur"sive function c.

(4)

An

effective

colimit, in

diagnam G in an E-category (Kor<r8) has an

symbols ef-colim G,

effective

iff there exists an effective

cone <6rr:

G(n)+ef-colim G> of G s.t. for every effective cone <lrr:G(n)+K> of
thene exists a unique mor:phism o:ef-colim

G>K

s.t. the following

G,

diag:ram

commuTes:

ffi"
G = G(o)

+e(I) -tc(2) +
where

a

<6 >

will be called an effective_ colimiting

(5)

An E-categor"y

n

has an

is an effective

category

TJ

n =G(n<n+I

)

.

cone.

iff

eve::y

effective

diagnam

effective colimit.

Definition 5 .3

Given

effective categor"ies

(KrK ,E ) and (Kl ,r t ,3 t ) a

functor F:K+K| is an effective functor iff it

maps

effectively on both

objects and morphisms, and it praeserves effective colirnits and effective

colimiting cones.

Mone

fonmally, iff there ane necursive functions fo

and F(A(rc(i)rr(j)) (n)=E(r(n,.n,.f-(n)),
s.t.
- o- -' (F(r(n))=r' (f-(n))
l. I m
r(r2rr1.fr(n))) (nr.fr(n)) and F pnesenres effective colimits and effective
and f-m
---

colimiting

cones.

Let (K,rro)

functor.

be an

Fo:: every

Ke

effective catego::y and F:K+K be an effective

K and 0:K+FKr define an tr-diagram A(FrK,e)rgi[ by

' -Il'
and A,r,K,0) (n<n+I)=f(o). Evidently o=o{r,*,0) i".n
A{r,K,e) (n)=F"(K)

effective
cone.

diagnam.

Let <6rr:A(n)+ef-colimA> be an effective colimiting

Then by the effectiveness

of

Fr<F(6rr) : F(A(n) )+F(ef-colirnA)>

-1+-

is

an

effective colimiting

cone

of F.A. Since .6r,tr>l is an effective

F.A, there exists a unique morphism p:F(ef-colimA)+ef-co1inA.

cone

of

Now define

.trrrt by trrr:F(6rr*t) for n:l and lo=F(6o).e. Then <lrr> is an effective
cone

of A.

Ttrus ther.e

is a unique mo:rphism n:ef-colimA

Therefore (p rn) is an isomor"phism pair.

In

-+F(ef-colimA).

summary we have obsenved

F(ef-colinA) = ef-co1imA.
Given an

an F'-algebra

effective

categor:y

(Krr<

r0)

and an

effective functor"

F:K-rK

is a tr"iple (cox'Y) s.t.:
x

-b,n<
cr,l.
v f ro
x<L.-l_ Fx

An Fr-homomorphism fnom

commutes

an Fu-algebr:a (crxry) to an Fr-algebna (ot rxt ryt

is an K-norphism n:x+xl s.t. the following

)

diag:ram commutes:

,x-94

FK

V!#/i;"
It can readily be seen that the class of all Fr-algebras
of all

Fr-hornonorphisms fonn

Theorem

5,4

a categoryo which we will denote by AFr.

Let (Krrr8) be arr effective categony and

effective functor. Let

and the class

0eHom(KrFK) and <6rr> be

F:K+K be an

the effective colimiting

(6of A,,, ^r.
(t,Kru
) Then o ref-colitnArp) is an initial object in
category AFU r where p is as a-bove -

cone

Lenna

5.5

Given two

effective categories (Krr'3) and

(Kr

the

rrtrSt),

n

the

product category K x Kt together with the evidently induced objects indexing
and monphism indexing

is an effective category.

Lemrna 5 .6

),

Let

(K or,

0

n

(Kt ort rSt), (KttrKttrSt') be effective categor.ies.

A bi-fr:ncton F:KxKr+Kil is effective iff

-15-

it is effective in both K and Kr

Lemma

5.7

The composition

of two effective functon is an effective

functor.
Theonem

5.8

The category

embeddings togethen

of effectively given

with E

""

domains and

effective

-n object indexing and the r.ecursive (or

dir"ected) indexing as a monphism indexing is an effective catego::y.

effective

diagr"ams ane

effective

sequences and

the inver"se limits of effective sequences.

We

effective colimits

will

denote

this

The

are

category

n

by ED" without explicitly mentioning the indexings.

Definillion 5.9

rFF

The a::!qw funcJor -+:ED"xED"->ED"

n

is defined on objects

. I
9t
c
cf
by *(D-,pt' )=[D"*lt" ], and on nrorphisms by *(p:nj+nj:q:Dr+Dr)=lf .q.f .p'

where

pt is the adjoint of p.

and sum functo:: from
Theonem

5.fO

we can

similanly define pnoduct functo::

the domain constnuctors x and +.

The arnow

functor,

n

pnoduct functon, and sum ftrncton, ane

effective functons.

U

Notice that 1.6 coincides with 5.10. rn fact r.6 is a part of a pnoof

of this
In

theorem.
sumrnary we have guaranteed

initial solutions, which ane effectively

given domains, to recunsive domain equations. In fact these solutions
are up to effective isomorphisrns. This is very satisfactory fon we have
observed
ane

that

we should

effectively

identify two effectively given

domains

iff

they

isomonphic.

Notice that the theory of effective categor"ies developed hene is not
unconditional-ly satisfactory. In fact the abstract notion of effective
categonies does not include effectiveness (on acceptabi.lity) constraints

to the object indexing.

Thene seems to be no easy way

effectiveness. A fr.urdanentally diffenent

-16-

app::oach

to axiomatize this

for defining more

appropriate notion of effective categoriesrwhich does not have this
problem

is cunnently being developed by Snyth.

Thene are more examples
Theorem

5.11 (1) Let

of effective catego:ries (in

De be an

our. sense).

effectively given domain.

Comp(De)

together with the di.:.ected indexing as an object indexing and the evident
morphism indexing

(2)

Let

is an effective

category.

D'tt b. effectively given

De and

domains. Eve::y computable

function fecomp ( De*D't' ) nestricted to comp(De) is an effective
functor.
This indicates that comp(nt ) i"

mone

substantial than D€, and suggests

theory of effective domains (see Xanda [2] ) . Fur"thennone we can

that the category of effectively given

sFP

a

show

objects (and effective

the catego::y of effective dornains, and the category of
effective Sr? ane effective categor"ies wher"e X, *, are effective functons.
embeddings),

Thus we can solve recunsive domain equations

within these categories up to

effective isomorphisms. Details of these nesults will

appean elsewhere.
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